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The CTWUG Area contacts are a new or existing wugger’s first point of call.

If you are an existing wugger and want to know something or raise any concerns OR If you want to know anything or get connected to the network or need help getting in 
touch with someone on the network, your area’s FIRST CONTACT is the person you should talk to.

 

UNCONNECTED
Unconnected Nodes

 
The CTWUG Technical Officer handles the technical concerns and running of the network.

The Technical Officer is the person in charge of implementing new systems and running existing 
systems on the network. He runs a team of services admins network admins.

 

 
The Lead Training Officer is responsible for the education of both 

wuggers and the public as deemed needed by the CTWUG 
committee through CTWUG courses and official training.

 

The CTWUG Chairman is responsible for the overseeing of the whole CTWUG Group
 

The chairman ultimately decides on the direction and future prospects and projects of CTWUG. He is 
responsible for making the tough decisions and casts the deciding vote in the case of a CTWUG 

committee vote tie. He also runs all the group-wide meetings of CTWUG.

 
The CTWUG Vice Chairman is responsible for helping the chairman with his duties.

 
The vice chairman is the second-in-command of CTWUG. He is tasked with helping the chairman run 
the network and, if requested, can perform the duties and decision making power of the chairman.

 

The CTWUG Treasurer is responsible for looking after the finances of CTWUG.
 

The CTWUG treasurer handles the groups financial interests, including the bank account, supplier 
rebates and equipment stock of the group. He is required to present a financial report at the 

quarterly group meetings and disbusre all money from the group’s accounts.

 
The CTWUG Secretary handles the administrative needs of CTWUG.

 
The CTWUG Secretary handles all the administration of the group, like bookings, documentation, 
public relations and communications. He is also responsible for overseeing the election process as 

well as taking and distributing agendas and minutes for the CTWUG group meetings.
 

 
CTWUG Members and people with nodes that are not yet connected to the network are encouraged to contact their area’s First contact before attempting to contact 

supercontacts, officers or the committee.
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